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The American online network “One America Network” committed the unpardonable sin for
the mainstream media and actually went to the site of the alleged chemical attack in Syria
which prompted the bomb and missile attack by France, the UK and USA.

They found no trace of chemicals.

They found no one suffering from chemical poisoning.

They found no one who thought there had been a chemical attack.

But they found many locals who accused the West of fabricating an attack with the help of
the local  rebel group and the “White Helmets” (the British and American funded “civil
defence” which only reports from rebel held areas with dubious videos)

The network interviewed about 10 locals living within one and a half blocks of the alleged
attack and none of them had seen or heard anything. They visited the former rebel HQ
which was piled high with mortar shells and mortars. Then they saw a long queue of people
waiting for  food and water  and randomly interviewed 30-40 people  all  of  whom were
residents of the area. All said that there was no chemical attack but that the fraud had been
staged by the rebels  who were under intense pressure and wanted to get  the Syrian
Government forces “off their back” so they could escape from Douma.

The US reporter asked the people what they thought of Assad. They said they loved him,
were grateful for the relief of the town and that they thought there were “no moderate
rebels”. They had suffered starvation and lack of medicines under the extremist group Jaysh
al Islam and if anyone complained they were threatened with death.

“HYPOXIA – NOT A GAS ATTACK”

Agence France Presse (AFP) reported one medical student who witnessed the so called
“aftermath” of the alleged attack. He reported on the victims as follows:

“Some  of  [the  victims]  suffered  from  asthma  and  pulmonary  inflammation.
They received routine treatment and some were even sent home, they showed
no symptoms of a chemical attack.
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But he had seen the fraudulent  White Helmets with their  video cameras hosing down
children supposedly victims of chemical poisoning:

But some foreigners entered while we were in a state of chaos and sprinkled
people with water, and some of them were even filming it.”:

It is worth remembering that if you are fabricating a poison gas attack then the best time is
when an actual air raid or shelling is taking place, then shout “gas attack” and so more
easily implicate the Syrian Government. The Independent’s Robert Fisk also actually went to
Douma and talked to a Dr Rahaibani in his underground clinic near to where the alleged
attack took place. The doctor said:

“I was with my family in the basement of my home three hundred metres from
here on the night but all the doctors know what happened. There was a lot of
shelling [by government forces] and aircraft were always over Douma at night
– but on this night, there was wind and huge dust clouds began to come into
the basements and cellars where people lived. People began to arrive here
suffering from hypoxia, oxygen loss.

Then someone at the door, a “White Helmet”, shouted “Gas!”, and a panic
began. People started throwing water over each other. Yes, the video was
filmed here, it is genuine, but what you see are people suffering from hypnoxia
– not gas poisoning”

One  of  the  children  filmed  being  doused  with  water  was  11  year  old  Hassan  Diab  who
always looked more perturbed by the water than anything else. He was back home by the
evening and is apparently fine with no health effects and his father told Russian journalists
that his son was rewarded for his efforts with rice, dates and cookies!

The boy’s father heard that his family had been urged by rebel fighters to go to the hospital.
He had been working and smoking in the street but had smelt no gas or chemicals. When he
got to the hospital his family were safe and there was nothing wrong with them. You can
watch the video of the father’s evidence here.

REBEL CHEMICAL WEAPONS STORE FOUND IN DOUMA

Freenations has presented past evidence about the possession of chemical substances and
the means to deliver them by anti Assad groups. So it should be no surprise that Sputnik
Radio  quoted  a  “chemical  defence  specialist”  Alexander  Rodionov  who  reported  that
Russian troops had found

“……..substances,  such  as  thiodiglycol  and  diethanolamine,  which  are
necessary for the production of sulphur and nitrogen mustard gas. In addition,
a cylinder with chlorine, similar to that used by militants for setting up the
wide-spread fake story, was found in the warehouse.”

While the Russian objections to the OPCW report on the Scripal poisoning does not stack up
(although there is still no direct evidence of Russian State involvement as Theresa May
claims) the evidence on the ground in Douma is very much supportive of the Syrian and
Russian denial that any chemical attack ever took place.
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Since the result of the probable Douma fraud was a major military attack (firing some 100
missiles at Syria) by France, the UK and the USA, it is this alleged chemical attack which is
the more serious.

Having resorted to extreme military force on the basis of social media and press speculation
(with even today virtually no mainstream media on the ground in Douma) the blowback for
the western leaders who took part  in this  unjustified attack could be –  indeed should be –
very serious.

*
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